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golden eyes and burned with desire for her...but his heart had been pledged
to another. Humiliated and alone in a strange castle, Judith resolved to hate
this husband who took her body, but rejected her love...never admitting her
fear of losing him. But destiny held another fate for Judith...a fate that
would keep at last...The Velvet Promise.
Velvet Song-Jude Deveraux 2003-08-22 They were both outcasts by a harsh
decree -- and on the brink of a shared destiny of passion! With her father
murdered, her home burned, lovely Alyx Blackelt fled to the woods -- and
sanctuary in the camp of Raine Montgomery, a nobleman outlawed by the
king's edict. There she hid her beauty in the guise of a boy, and her sorrow
in her work as Montgomery's squire. But how long could such loveliness as
hers be hidden? How long could such a gallant man's desires be blind? And
how soon -- even as a blood feud raged between the Montgomerys and the
Chatworths, as angry swords clattered in the name of family honor -- one
woman's love would make all the difference...one woman's love would
inflame a hero's passion, touch a king's pity, and raise a song of praise in
every English heart.
The Black Lyon-Jude Deveraux 2011-11-29 A Classic Love Story of a
Fearless Lordand the Woman Who Tamed Him Darkly handsome and rich
beyond imagining, the boldEnglish conqueror was called “the Black Lyon”
for hislionlike ferocity. He had no match among enemies,or women . . . until
he met Lyonene, the green-eyedbeauty whose fiery spirit equaled his own.
Through a whirlwind romance andstormy marriage, she endured every

La saga des Montgomery (Tome 4) - Un ange de velours-Jude Deveraux
2014-07-08T00:00:00+02:00 Miles Montgomery est pour le moins surpris.
Un tapis roulé ! Quel étrange cadeau ! Il s’approche, le déroule et y
découvre une ravissante jeune fille entièrement nue. Or, la belle endormie
se révèle bientôt être une véritable tigresse. En effet, Elizabeth est une
Chatworth et elle déteste farouchement les Montgomery. Miles, lui, n’a que
faire de la haine ancestrale entre leurs deux familles. Elizabeth est une
femme magnifique que la colère rend plus désirable encore. Il meurt d’envie
de la caresser, de l’embrasser, de la protéger, mais, pour cela, il faudrait
d’abord qu’elle se laisse approcher...
Velvet Angel-Jude Deveraux 1991-01-01 She came to him as a precious gift,
a naked angel rolled in a rug. Once he gazed into her green eyes, saw her
tangle of honey blonde hair, he was undone with passion. Elizabeth would
never surrender. He was a hated Montgomery -- she was a Chatworth -- and
the blood war between their families raged on, a wildfire of rape, murder,
and betrayal. Elizabeth vowed to fight the handsome lord, to resist the
burning desire in his eyes -- no matter how great the temptation.
The Velvet Promise-Jude Deveraux 1991-01-01 All of England rejoiced on
her wedding day. But Judith vowed that her husband would get only what he
took from her! At the flower-bedecked altar, the first touch of their hands
ignited an all-consuming passion. Gavin Montgomery looked deep into her
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perilto be by his side, until vicious lies andjealousy drove her into danger.
Now only the fierce Black Lyon cansave her—for he alone has thecourage to
destroy the ruthlessplot threatening to shatterthe bond of love theLyon and
his ladyvowed would neverbe broken . . .
Highlander Most Wanted-Maya Banks 2013-03-19 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER Maya Banks, the bestselling author of romance and romantic
suspense has captivated readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels,
perfect for fans of Julie Garwood. In Highlander Most Wanted, a reclusive
woman content to live in the shadows shows a Highland warrior the true
meaning of love. Genevieve McInnis is locked behind the fortified walls of
McHugh Keep, captive of a cruel laird who takes great pleasure in ruining
her for any other man. Yet when Bowen Montgomery storms the gates on a
mission of clan warfare, Genevieve finds that her spirit is bent but not
broken. Still, her path toward freedom remains uncertain. Unable to bear
the shame of returning to a family that believes her dead or to abandon
others at the keep to an imposing new laird, Genevieve opts for the peaceful
life of an abbess. But Bowen’s rugged sensuality stirs something deep inside
her that longs to be awakened by his patient, gentle caress—something
warm, wicked, and tempting. Bowen seizes his enemy’s keep, unprepared
for the brooding and reclusive woman who captures his heart. He’s
enchanted by her fierce determination, her unusual beauty, and her quiet,
unfailing strength. But wooing her will take more than a seasoned seducer’s
skill. For loving Genevieve, he discovers, means giving her back the
freedom that was stolen from her—even if it means losing her forever.
“[Maya] Banks has written an emotionally taut Highlands romance. . . . Lush
emotionalism, compelling characters and a moving story line will win
romance fans.”—Kirkus Reviews From the Paperback edition.
La Saga des Limousins - Tome 8-Yves Aubard 2017-12-06 Huitième tome de
la Saga des Limousins, La Main de Fer se déroule entre 1038 et 1045. Lou
doit reconstruire son église à Châlus, il en profitera pour mener d’autres
travaux dans son fief et pour inventer au passage la charrue pour le plus
grand bonheur de ses vilains. En bon châtelain, il saura également pourvoir
sa nouvelle église d’une puissante relique. Dieu, aidé par quelques membres
de la famille, va redessiner la frontière entre la Bretagne et la Normandie
qui seront bien proches d’entrer en guerre, mais Brunehilde va trouver une
solution radicale pour éviter ce conflit. La guerre sera en revanche
inévitable entre Germains et Hongrois, et Guy-Lou sera au premier rang de
cet affrontement. Le temps fait son œuvre et Dieu n’a pas oublié Lou et ses
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amis sur cette terre comme on aurait voulu le croire, il commence à
prélever, çà et là, les héros de la première génération. Une grande aventure
basée sur des faits réels pour plonger dans la France et l’Aquitaine au cœur
du Moyen Âge ! EXTRAIT Lou était sur les courtines de son château de
Chabrol en cette belle matinée d’octobre 1038. L’automne traînait en
longueur sur le Limousin et les froidures de l’hiver n’étaient pas encore là.
Le seigneur de Châlus aimait à regarder ainsi l’étendue de son domaine et
les transformations qui s’y étaient opérées au fil des années. La dernière en
date résultait du contrat de paréage qu’il avait signé avec Jourdain de
Laron, l’évêque de Limoges, et Oldéric, l’abbé de Saint-Martial. CE QU'EN
PENSE LA CRITIQUE À propos du tome 1 Yves Aubard ne s'attarde pas sur
la noirceur des malveillants, ne laisse pas d'images cauchemardesques qui
vont plomber le sommeil. Non, il entraîne le lecteur derrière des héros
formidables dont on peut craindre un faux pas à chaque ligne mais qui se
relèvent toujours, héros de l'ordinaire et de l'extraordinaire. - Hélène
Bessuges, La Montagne Ce huitième tome est tout aussi bien et passionnant
que les précédents. - Cril87, Booknode À PROPOS DE L'AUTEUR Yves
Aubard est professeur de gynécologie, mais aussi auteur de La Saga des
Limousins, un roman historique médiéval. Sa rencontre avec les
organisateurs des fêtes de Bridiers a donné lieu à la rédaction d’un nouveau
roman historique, qui servira de fil conducteur au spectacle de l’année
2017, commémorant le millénaire du monastère de La Souterraine.
Never Seduce a Scot-Maya Banks 2012-09-25 Maya Banks, the New York
Times bestselling author of romance and romantic suspense has captivated
readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels, perfect for fans of Julie
Garwood. Never Seduce a Scot features a remarkable woman whose rare
gift teaches a gruff Scottish warrior how to listen with his heart. Eveline
Armstrong is fiercely loved and protected by her powerful clan, but
outsiders consider her “touched.” Beautiful, fey, with a level, intent gaze,
she doesn’t speak. No one, not even her family, knows that she cannot hear.
Content with her life of seclusion, Eveline has taught herself to read lips
and allows the outside world to view her as daft. But when an arranged
marriage into a rival clan makes Graeme Montgomery her husband, Eveline
accepts her duty—unprepared for the delights to come. Graeme is a rugged
warrior with a voice so deep and powerful that his new bride can hear it,
and hands and kisses so tender and skilled that he stirs her deepest
passions. Graeme is intrigued by the mysterious Eveline, whose silent lips
are ripe with temptation and whose bright, intelligent eyes can see into his
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soul. As intimacy deepens, he learns her secret. But when clan rivalries and
dark deeds threaten the wife he has only begun to cherish, the Scottish
warrior will move heaven and earth to save the woman who has awakened
his heart to the beautiful song of a rare and magical love. From the
Paperback edition.
Delicate Ink-Carrie Ann Ryan 2020-10-15 NYT Bestselling Author Carrie
Ann Ryan begins her binge-worthy Montgomery Ink series with a bachelor
ready to finally settle down and the one woman he shouldn't have. One look
at the woman who comes in for new ink and Austin Montgomery knows
she's the one for him. The problem: she can't stand him. Now he'll have to
be his most charming and brooding if he has any chance of changing her
mind...and claiming her heart. Sierra Elder has reasons for keeping away
and secrets close to her heart. An accident took her first love and scarred
more than her soul in the process. Now the inked man with a wicked grin is
starting to melt the ice she's built to keep her safe, but the danger isn't only
from what she feels. Some secrets were never meant to be kept and when
mistakes from both of their pasts come knocking, they'll have to trust each
other, even if it could hurt them both in the process.
Anne & Gilbert-Bob Johnston 2010-01-01 Music by Bob Johnston and Nancy
White Book by Jeff Hochhauser Lyrics by Nancy White, Bob Johnston and
Jeff Hochhauser Based on the novels Anne of Avonlea and Anne of the Island
by L.M. Montgomery Based on the sequel novels to Anne of Green Gables,
this new Canadian musical continues the story of Anne Shirley's life. Set in
the village of Avonlea and at Redmond College in Halifax, Anne and Gilbert
follows Anne's journey to young adulthood and her romance with high
school academic rival, Gilbert Blythe. Gilbert is in love with Anne, but she
seems to be immune to his declarations of love. In the end, Anne realizes
what everyone else already knows: that Gilbert is the love of her life. "Anne
and Gilbert is a marvel." - The Toronto Star "When the curtain fell, I was
disappointed to see it all end." - Variety "It is funny, charming, and
musically and visually sensational. Writers, Jeff Hochauser, Nancy White,
and Bob Johnstone...have succeeded in grand fashion. Refreshingly modern,
Anne & Gilbert is magically artistic, and oh so romantic " - The Buzz
"Heartwarming, tear-inducing, thoroughly satisfying" - The Halifax
Chronicle Herald
The Story Girl-Lucy Maud Montgomery 1947 The Story Girl is an exquisitely
written narrative of the doings of eight children during a Summer spent on
an old farm near Charlottetown, Prince Edward's Isle. Chief among them is
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the Story Girl—a child of fourteen, with a wonderfully vivid and original
imagination and exceptional histrionic powers, whose fanciful tales arc
interspersed through the record of the joys and petty sorrows which are the
lot of healthy, happy children. The author has an intuitive knowledge of
child nature and the characters are all real flesh and blood children. Few
and far between are books like this, and hence they give a greater pleasure
to the reader who is carried back to his or her own childhood to live again
those joyous carefree days.
Highland Ever After-Maya Banks 2024-10-15 #1 New York Times and #1
USA Today bestselling author Maya Banks returns to her beloved
Highlander series with the story readers have been waiting for… After
Scotland’s three most powerful clans come together to build a formidable
alliance, an apprehensive king conspires to keep his empire from collapsing.
He orders Taliesan McHugh to agree to a marriage that will ensure the king
maintains control of the coveted McHugh fortress. With no other choice but
to obey her king, Taliesan accepts her destiny. But when her path crosses
with that of Brodie Armstrong, she begins to wonder what it would be like
to feel the warrior’s strong arms around her—and to be loved by him.
Staunchly opposing the king’s command to stand down, Brodie plots to save
Taliesan from her arranged marriage. He is determined to make the gentle
beauty his but finds himself at the mercy of a decades-old family agreement.
As power struggles echo across the Highlands, Brodie continues to defy the
king and vows to remain true to his cause, his people—and, most of all, the
woman who has claimed his heart.
Bulletin des acquisitions étrangères de la Bibliothèque nationale- 1896
Bulletin des acquisitions du département des imprimés de la Bibliothèque
nationale : livres étrangers, livres anciens et cartes. Acquisitions, dons,
dépôt international
The Princess-Jude Deveraux 2004-02-01 Bestselling author Jude Deveraux
surrounds a regal heroine with the intrigue and excitement of a forbidden
love in this lush, romantic tale of adventure and passion. Her name is
Aria...a beautiful, arrogant princess from a small European kingdom.
Stranded in a storm of intrigue near the Florida Keys, she is swept ashore
and into the arms of dashing J.T. Montgomery, an officer of the United
States Navy. Disdainful at first, Aria is secretly tantalized by the handsome
Lieutenant’s brash independence...and beneath her proud reserve, J.T.
discovers a woman of sensuous fire. To escape her enemies, they return to
her royal domain—with Aria posing as an American bride. But if their daring
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charade succeeds, Aria will have to choose—between the kingdom she was
born to rule, and the man she was destined to love…
Livres hebdo- 1997
Tempting Boundaries-Carrie Ann Ryan 2020-10-19 NYT Bestselling Carrie
Ann Ryan continues her Montgomery Ink series with a forbidden romance
worth the risk. Decker Kendrick has kept away from her for years, but now
his best friend's little sister is stepping up the game. No matter how hard
he's tried to stay away from Miranda, once she sets her sights on him,
there's no backing down. Miranda Montgomery has loved her brother's best
friend for as long as she can remember and won't walk away until he knows
how she feels and what they could have together. Only once they give in to
their temptations, not all is at it seems. Decker's father is out of jail, and
someone from Miranda's past refuses to stay away. And if he isn't careful,
Decker will lose her before they even have a chance.
The Girl from Summer Hill-Jude Deveraux 2016-05-03 The first novel of
New York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux’s breathtaking new series
set in Summer Hill, a small town where love takes center stage against the
backdrop of Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice Enter Elizabeth Bennet. Chef
Casey Reddick has had it up to here with men. When she arrives in the
charming town of Summer Hill, Virginia, she leaves behind a demanding
boss at a famous D.C. restaurant and a breakup with a boyfriend jealous of
her success. Some peace and quiet on the picturesque Tattwell plantation is
just what she needs to start fresh. But the tranquility is broken one misty
morning when she sees a gorgeous naked man on the porch of her cottage.
Enter Mr. Darcy. What Tate Landers, Hollywood heartthrob and owner of
Tattwell, doesn’t need on a bittersweet trip to his ancestral home is a
woman spying on him from his guest cottage. Mistaking Casey for a
reporter, Tate tries to run her out of her own house. His anger, which looks
so good on the screen, makes a very bad first impression on Casey.
Hollywood he may be, but he’s no sweetheart to Casey—and she lets him
know it! The plot thickens. Sparks fly—literally—when Casey is recruited to
play Elizabeth Bennet opposite Tate’s Mr. Darcy in a stage adaptation of
Pride and Prejudice. Just brushing past Tate makes Casey’s whole body
hum. As they spar on and off stage, Casey begins to think she’s been too
quick to judge. Tate is more down-to-earth than Casey expected, and she
finds herself melting under his smoldering gaze. But then Tate’s handsome
ex-brother-in-law, Devlin Haines, who is playing Wickham, tells Casey some
horrifying stories about Tate. She is upset and confused as she tries to
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figure out who and what to believe. As she finds herself falling for Tate,
Casey needs to know: Is the intense, undeniable chemistry between them
real, or is this just a performance that ends when the curtain falls? Praise
for The Girl from Summer Hill “Kicking off a new series set in Summer Hill,
Virginia, the New York Times bestselling author brings Jane Austen’s Pride
and Prejudice to the theater—and into the twenty-first century. . . . A steamy
and delightfully outlandish retelling of a literary classic.”—Kirkus Reviews
“[An] enjoyable start to a new trilogy . . . This book will delight fans of
Austen and Deveraux alike.”—Publishers Weekly “Deveraux kicks off her
new small-town Summer Hill romance trilogy and treats readers to an
irresistibly delicious tale of love, passion, and the unknown.”—Booklist “This
brand-new series from Deveraux is off to a fantastic start! Set as a modernday Pride and Prejudice, the formulaic story is a classic for a reason. Casey
is a lovable Elizabeth Bennet and Tate is a quintessential Mr. Darcy,
naturally making them a couple with chemistry readers will enjoy until the
very end.”—RT Book Reviews “Will The Girl from Summer Hill knock Pride
and Prejudice off its throne? Of course not—that’s a classic for a reason. But
conscripting Austen’s plot doesn’t take away from the clever and wellexecuted hook on which Deveraux hangs an engaging, page-turning
story.”—BookPage Praise for Jude Deveraux “A new Jude Deveraux novel
means a very late night turning the pages straight through to the delicious
end.”—Susan Elizabeth Phillips
Written in Ink-Carrie Ann Ryan 2020-10-11 NYT Bestselling Author Carrie
Ann Ryan continues her Montgomery Ink series with the quiet Montgomery,
as he finds his match in the woman with a fiery passion and a past full of
secrets. Autumn Minor is light on her feet and a bare memory for most
people she meets. She does her best to blend in everywhere she lives, even
if it's only for a short period of time. Making sure no one truly notices her is
the only way she's survived this long. When she meets Griffin Montgomery,
she's afraid she won't be able to let go when it's time to run. He's her boss
for only a few weeks, yet they know the attraction between them is wrong.
Neither of them are made for the long haul when it comes to love and
romance. When the demons from Autumn's past find her and put both their
lives at risk, Griffin will stop at nothing to protect her-even if he might lose
her in the end, no matter what.
Complete Anne of Green Gables Collection (Delphi Classics)-L. M.
Montgomery 2015-11-28 L. M. Montgomery has charmed readers for over a
century with her delightful tales of ‘Anne of Green Gables’, detailing
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provincial life in turn-of-the-century Canada. This eBook features the
Complete Anne of Green Gables novels and short stories, organised in the
traditional Delphi Classics quality format, with bonus features. * Beautifully
illustrated with images relating to Montgomery's life and works * Concise
introductions to the novels and other works * All the Anne of Green Gables
Books - including the rare works sometimes missed out of collections *
Images of how the books were first printed, giving your eReader a taste of
the original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts * ANNE OF GREEN
GABLES is fully illustrated with W. A. J. Claus’ original artwork * Features
special bonus text: Montgomery's autobiography THE ALPINE PATH discover the author’s literary life Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to
browse through our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: Anne of Green
Gables Series ANNE OF GREEN GABLES ANNE OF AVONLEA ANNE OF
THE ISLAND ANNE OF WINDY POPLARS ANNE’S HOUSE OF DREAMS
ANNE OF INGLESIDE RAINBOW VALLEY RILLA OF INGLESIDE The Short
Story Collections CHRONICLES OF AVONLEA FURTHER CHRONICLES OF
AVONLEA The Autobiography THE ALPINE PATH: THE STORY OF MY
CAREER Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range
of exciting titles, including our bestselling Beatrix Potter, E. Nesbit and L.
Frank Baum eBooks of classic children's literature.
The New York Times Book Review- 1973
Raging Star-Moira Young 2014-05-13 The much-anticipated, thrilling
conclusion to Moira Young's Dust Lands trilogy. When the star reader,
Auriel Tai, challenged Saba to seize her destiny and defeat DeMalo and the
Tonton, Saba was confident in her purpose. Then she met DeMalo and he
confounded all expectations with his seductive vision of a healed earth, a
New Eden. DeMalo and Saba had an intense and passionate encounter physical, emotional and psychic - that changed her life, and now he wants
Saba to join him, in life and work, to create and build a healthy, stable,
sustainable world...for the chosen few. Jack's choice is clear: to fight
DeMalo and try to stop his dangerous New Eden project. Still uncertain, her
connection with DeMalo a secret, Saba commits herself to the fight. Joined
by her brother Lugh, anxious for the land in New Eden, Saba leads an
inexperienced guerilla band against the powerfully charismatic DeMalo, in
command of his settlers and the Tonton militia. What chance do they have?
Saba must act. And be willing to pay the price. From the Hardcover edition.
The Clayborne Brides-Julie Garwood 2010-08-31 First introduced in Julie
Garwood's magnificent New York Times bestseller For the Roses, the
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Clayborne brothers of Blue Belle, Montana, have been embraced by millions
more through this trio of #1 bestselling novels. Now collected in one
volume for the first time, these stories tell of three spirited brothers -- once
a mismatched gang of street urchins -- who learn that love flourishes in the
most unexpected places.... One Pink Rose Headstrong Travis takes a journey
that opens his eyes to the splendor of his beloved West -- and his heart to
Bostonian Emily Finnegan. One White Rose Steady, quiet Douglas will do
anything to protect a creature in need -- and that includes the strong-willed
Isabel Grant. One Red Rose Thoughtful Adam learns a powerful secret from
the irrepressible Genevieve Delacroix -- that true freedom only comes when
you trust your heart.
For All Time-Jude Deveraux 2014-07-01 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Jude Deveraux returns to the magnificent, sunny island in For All Time, the
second novel in her Nantucket Brides trilogy—this time featuring the next
generation of her beloved family of Montgomery-Taggerts. The wedding of
Alix Madsen and Jared Montgomery is a glorious affair at an elegant little
chapel in the woods, followed by dinner and dancing, all while moonlight
blankets the festivities in a romantic glow. While most guests are fixed on
the happy couple, Jared’s cousin Graydon can’t look away from a
bridesmaid, Toby Wyndam. It’s not just her quiet beauty that enthralls him
or the way she makes him laugh. Toby possesses the truly remarkable
ability of being able to distinguish Graydon from his identical twin brother,
Rory. According to family legend, such a gift marks her as Graydon’s True
Love. But Graydon knows there is no possible way that they can ever be
together, for he is heir to the Lanconian throne and is to marry a noble
woman who has been chosen for him. Yet, intrigued by Toby, he asks her to
help him hide on Nantucket for a week away from regal responsibilities. In
exchange, he’ll assist her with planning acclaimed novelist Victoria
Madsen’s lavish wedding. Since they both know their union is impossible,
the pair promises that they will never be more than just friends. But there’s
more going on between Graydon and Toby than her unique power to tell him
apart from his twin. At work are forces beyond their control, which are
ruled by time itself. Combine that with the magical island of Nantucket, and
a seductive spell is cast over Graydon and Toby. If they are to be together,
they must change what once was, as well as what will be. BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt from Jude Deveraux's Ever After. Praise for Jude
Deveraux and For All Time “Jude Deveraux is an amazing author, and her
Nantucket Brides series will sweep you away.” —Susan Mallery “Jude
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Deveraux takes us to a place where dreams are made. . . . For All Time is a
page-turning time-travel romance that captures your imagination from the
start and keeps hold till the very last page.”—Fresh Fiction “A beautifully
written story with a refreshing old-romance feel . . . Fans of Deveraux will
be delighted, while new readers will fall in love with her signature writing
style.”—RT Book Reviews “A charming tale.”—Library Journal “Engrossing .
. . [a] romance that transcends time.”—Kirkus Reviews
The Wicked Cometh-Laura Carlin 2018-02-01 font size="+1"The nail-biting
historical mystery with a heady romance at its heart/font size 'Beguiling'
Stylist ********* Hester White once had a comfortable home and a loving
family, but after the untimely death of her parents, her life was turned
upside down, leading her to live with her aunt and uncle in the slums of
London. As the years turn, people begin to disappear from these murky
streets in mysterious circumstances . . . with nobody to investigate their
absences. When a life-threatening accident crosses Hester's path with
Calder Brock's, it appears Hester's fortune has changed. Handsome,
charming and wealthy, Calder is quick to invite her into his home,
introducing Hester to his mysterious sister Rebecca, who takes Hester
under her wing. In the opulence of her new home, Hester believes she has
now escaped the darkness of the slums for good. But, Hester is about to find
out, appearances can hide the ugliest of truths. When she is lured back onto
the streets to investigate the mystery, the clues seem to lead her back far
closer to her new friends than she could ever have imagined. . . *********
'Carlin can tell a good story' Observer 'Contains lovely, lyrical writing . . .
and a heady romance at its heart' Sunday Express
The New York Times Book Review Index, 1896-1970: Author index- 1973
For All Time: Nantucket Brides Book 2 (A completely enthralling summer
read)-Jude Deveraux 2014-07-01 For All Time continues New York Times
bestselling author Jude Deveraux's breathtaking Nantucket Brides trilogy,
introducing characters from a new generation of Montgomery-Taggerts, the
beloved family from her classic novels. At the wedding of Alix Madsen and
Jared Montgomery, Jared's cousin Graydon can't look away from
bridesmaid, Toby Wyndam. It's not just her quiet beauty or humour - Toby
possesses the truly remarkable ability of being able to distinguish Graydon
from his identical twin brother, Rory. According to family legend, such a gift
marks her as Graydon's True Love. Graydon is heir to the Lanconian throne
and must to marry a noble woman who has been chosen for him. Yet,
intrigued by Toby, he asks her to help him hide on Nantucket for a week
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away from regal responsibilities. Knowing their union to be impossible, they
promise to simply be friends. But there are forces at work beyond their
control, which are ruled by time itself and a seductive spell is cast over
Graydon and Toby. If they are to be together, they must change what once
was, as well as what will be. Jude Deveraux. Love stories to enchant you.
Read Alix and Jared's unforgettable love story in True Love, the first in the
Nantucket Brides trilogy and look for the third gorgeous romance in Ever
After.
Where Nests the Water Hen-Gabrielle Roy 2010 The story of Where Nests
the Water Hen is as pure as the lives of the people in it – and as
unforgettable. Set in the remote wilderness of northern Manitoba, this
sunny, tender idyll of daily frontier life captures, as few novels ever have,
the spirit and the surroundings of the pioneers – not the adventurers and
trailblazers who make the headlines, but rather the humble folk who follow
after and remain, living out their lives in obscurity to keep the trails open.
Where Nests the Water Hen, Gabrielle Roy’s second novel, is a sensitive and
sympathetic tale that captures both the innocence and the vitality of a
sparsely populated frontier. From the Paperback edition.
Farewell to Lancashire-Anna Jacobs 2010-07-22 Anna Jacobs has done it
again, the book was riveting' - 5-star reader review Cassandra Blake has
raised her three motherless sisters. The girls are the pride of their bookloving, impractical father, and not in a hurry to marry. Then the American
Civil War cuts off supplies of cotton to Lancashire, the mills fall silent and
there is no work. They have an impossible choice: stay and risk starvation or
pack up and begin again elsewhere. Cassandra has fallen in love with Reece
Gregory, but he can't support a wife. When he's given the chance to start a
new life in Western Australia, he seizes the opportunity, promising to send
for her. Then an old feud tears the family apart. Cassandra is kidnapped and
her sisters are forced to sail with a group of desperate cotton lasses to
Fremantle. Penniless and alone, Cassandra is determined to find them again
- but when she is offered a way, will she be able to pay the painful price?
What readers are saying about FAREWELL TO LANCASHIRE 'A wonderful
read' - 5 stars 'I love all of Anna Jacobs' books, once I start reading them I
can't put them down' - 5 stars 'Great story, couldn't put it down' - 5 stars
'Once you pick up this wonderfull book you will loose yourself in it's
amazing characters. BRILLIANT!' - 5 stars 'Just great, could not stop
reading' - 5 stars
Where Dreams Begin-Lisa Kleypas 2009-03-17 New York Times bestselling
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author Lisa Kleypas delivers the unforgettable, sexy tale of a brash rogue
who meets his equal in a woman who knows exactly what she wants . . .
Zachary Bronson has built an empire of wealth and power. Now he is
seeking a wife to help secure his position in the ton . . . as well as warm his
bed in private. But not just any woman will do for one of London's most
notorious rakes. When he meets Lady Holly Taylor, he surrenders to the
temptation to take her in his arms and kiss her. Yet he's pleasantly
surprised to discover her fierce passions match his own. Lady Holly Taylor
is destined to spend her life playing by society's rules even when they go
against her bolder instincts. But Zachary's kiss arouses her, and though his
shocking offer doesn't include marriage, she is compelled to risk everything
for the most forbidden passion.
Destiny's Path-Anna Jacobs 2011-03-17 Fate can take you to places beyond
your dreams . . . 1866. Three Blake sisters remain in the Swan River Colony
and two are quite happy to forge new lives for themselves there. The third,
Xanthe, yearns to see the world. But even if she could afford to travel, could
she persuade her beloved twin to let her go? Maia has fallen in love with
their employer, and would surely be happiest staying behind with him.
Xanthe's opportunity comes in the form of a handsome Irishman bringing
some of the sisters' inheritance from England. But for Maia, the same man
brings trouble in his wake: someone who has the power to make her life a
misery. Can both sisters find the courage to finally find a home to call their
own? ****************** What readers are saying about DESTINY'S PATH
'Excellent ending to the series' - 5 stars 'This is a book you cannot put down'
- 5 stars 'This is my ninth Anna Jacobs in 10 weeks! Can't wait to start my
next one' - 5 stars 'Another great read' - 5 stars 'A jolly good read' - 5 stars
L'express international- 2002
Return to Summerhouse-Jude Deveraux 2008-06-17 With her shining gift for
“exquisite and enchanting” (Bookpage) storytelling, Jude Deveraux sweeps
readers away in a breathtaking follow-up to her beloved New York Times
bestseller, The Summerhouse—where a marvelous new adventure awaits.
Magic most definitely resides in the Maine summerhouse where the
mysterious Madame Zoya has granted the innermost wishes of its visitors.
Now, three women have come to this special place with one thing in
common: a painful past they would each like to rewrite. Amy, who hides a
heartbreaking loss behind her seemingly perfect marriage and
family...Faith, a widow in her thirties whose deepest grief is for a man from
years ago...and Zoe, an artist shunned by her hometown for reasons she
la-saga-des-montgomery-tome-1-les-yeux-de-velours

doesn’t know, after a traumatic night erased her memory. With their
mystical powers, Madame Zoya and her sister Primrose are about to
transport the trio to eighteenth-century England to alter Amy’s ancestry.
But although surprises await each of them, will stepping back in time bring
the women the happy endings they seek?
Whisper To Me of Love-Shirlee Busbee 2012-02-01 Busbee is back and
better than ever! --Julia Quinn She Couldn't Escape Her Past Ripped from
her dying mother's arms, Morgana Fowler was cast into a life of desperate
thievery. With a tongue even sharper than the blade she deftly wields, she
has all but mastered her devious trade--until she picks the pocket of a
dashing American who wrests her from the sordid streets of London. In the
arms of her gallant protector, she is helpless against the longing he elicits
within her. . . He Couldn't Contain His Passion Royce Manchester basks in a
world of privilege and power in the decadent British Regency, and lowborn
Morgana finds in him a love she's never known. But the secret of her true
parentage threatens to bring her new life crashing down. With a sinister
figure from her past ever lurking at her heels, she and Royce must confront
one of Regency England's most diabolical villains--a challenge that fans the
flame of a love that knows no bounds. . . "Busbee delivers what you read a
romance for." --West Coast Review of Books Praise for Shirlee Busbee and
"A scandalously delicious read that left me wanting more!" --Bertrice Small
"A walloping good story. Don't miss it!" --Catherine Coulter "A delightful
romance--altogether a wonderful book." --Roberta Gellis
Fault Lines-Nancy Huston 2008-10-14 A brilliantly written family epic that
won France’s Prix Femina and was shortlisted for the Orange Prize. “An
immaculate novel” (The Guardian). In a profound and poetic story,
internationally acclaimed and bestselling author Nancy Huston traces four
generations of a single family from present-day California to WWII-era
Germany. Fault Lines begins with Sol, a gifted, terrifying child whose
mother believes he is destined for greatness partly because he has a
birthmark like his dad, his grandmother, and his great-grandmother. When
Sol’s family makes an unexpected trip to Germany, secrets begin to emerge
about their history during World War II. It seems birthmarks are not all
that’s been passed down through the bloodlines. Closely observed, lyrically
told, and epic in scope, Fault Lines is a touching, fearless, and unusual
novel about four generations of children and their parents. The story moves
from the West Coast of the United States to the East, from Haifa to Toronto
to Munich, as secrets unwind back through time until a devastating truth
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about the family’s origins is reached. Huston tells a riveting, vigorous tale in
which love, music, and faith rage against the shape of evil. “Huston’s
powerful novel combines the pacing of a thriller with the emotional
intricacies that are the hallmark of the best family stories.” —Booklist,
starred review
Romancing the Countess-Ashley March 2011-09-06 Sebastian Madinger, the
Earl of Wriothesly, thought he'd married the perfect woman-until a fatal
accident revealed her betrayal with his best friend. After their deaths,
Sebastian is determined to avoid a scandal for the sake of his son. But his
best friend's widow is just as determined to cast her mourning veil aside by
hosting a party that will surely destroy both their reputations and expose all
of his carefully kept secrets... Leah George has carried the painful
knowledge of her husband's affair for almost a year. All she wants now is to
enjoy her independence and make a new life for herself-even if that means
being ostracized by the Society whose rules she was raised to obey. Now
that the rumors are flying, there's only one thing left for Sebastian to do:
silence the scandal by enticing the improper widow into becoming a proper
wife. But when it comes to matters of the heart, neither Sebastian nor Leah
is prepared for the passion they discover in each other's arms....
Magic for Marigold-L. M. Montgomery 2017-09-20 Magic for Marigold' is a
novel about a young girl named Marigold and her fairytale world. Marigold
lives with her family at their home named Cloud of Spruce on Prince
Edward Island. She is an imaginative girl who has plenty of adventures and
fantasies; many with her eccentric playmate; Sylvia. A book full of beauty
and magic; not to be missed by fans of L. M. Montgomery. This early work
by Lucy Maud Montgomery was originally published in 1929 and we are
now republishing it with a brand new introductory biography. Lucy Maud
Montgomery was born on 30th November 1874; New London; in the
Canadian province of Prince Edward Island. Her mother; Clara Woolner
(Macneil); died before Lucy reached the age of two and so she was raised by
her maternal grandparents in a family of wealthy Scottish immigrants. In
1908 Montgomery produced her first full-length novel; titled 'Anne of Green
Gables'. It was an instant success; and following it up with several sequels;
Montgomery became a regular on the best-seller list and an international
household name. Montgomery died in Toronto on 24th April 1942.
Observations and Predictions of Eclipse Times by Early Astronomers-J.M.
Steele 2013-04-17 Eclipses have long been seen as important celestial
phenomena, whether as omens affecting the future of kingdoms, or as
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useful astronomical events to help in deriving essential parameters for
theories of the motion of the moon and sun. This is the first book to collect
together all presently known records of timed eclipse observations and
predictions from antiquity to the time of the invention of the telescope. In
addition to cataloguing and assessing the accuracy of the various records,
which come from regions as diverse as Ancient Mesopotamia, China, and
Europe, the sources in which they are found are described in detail. Related
questions such as what type of clocks were used to time the observations,
how the eclipse predictions were made, and how these prediction schemes
were derived from the available observations are also considered. The
results of this investigation have important consequences for how we
understand the relationship between observation and theory in early
science and the role of astronomy in early cultures, and will be of interest to
historians of science, astronomers, and ancient and medieval historians.
Instruments of Darkness-Nancy Huston 1997
Books in Print Supplement- 1987 Includes authors, titles, subjects.
Enchanting Pleasures-Eloisa James 2009-09-02 People magazine named
Eloisa James’ novel Midnight Pleasures “Page Turner of the Week” and
raved “Romance writing does not get much better than this.” Now the
acclaimed author returns with another sumptuous tale of passion and
misadventure in Regency England. . . . Gabrielle Jerningham cherishes the
portrait of her betrothed, the perfect Peter Dewland . . . until she meets his
commanding older brother Quill. But it is Peter to whom she has been
promised. And how can she possibly transform her voluptuous, outspoken
self into the poised gentlewoman Peter requires? When Gabby’s shocking
décolletage plunges to her waist at her first ball, Peter is humiliated. But
Quill comes to the rescue, to the peril of his heart. An accident years before
has left Quill plagued by headaches—the kind that grows more excruciating
with strenuous exercise. Needless to say, this hardly bodes well for siring
progeny. But the very sight of Gabby leaves Quill breathless. One forbidden
kiss and Quill vows to have her, headaches—and Peter—be damned! But it
will take a clever man—and a cleverer woman--to turn the tables on
propriety and find their way to true love. . . . BONUS: This edition contains
an excerpt from Eloisa James's Paris in Love. Praise for Enchanting
Pleasures “Another winner . . . delightful heroine, masterful hero, and an
ingenious plot: intelligent, sexy fun.”—Kirkus Reviews “Charasmatic
characters and a healthy dose of humor . . . once again, James weaves a
story as rich in plot as in character.”—Publishers Weekly
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